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Brief History

Lonely Planet was founded by married couple Maureen and Tony Wheeler. Lonely
Planet's first book, across Asia on the Cheap, consisting of 94 pages. Within a week,
1500 copies were sold and Lonely Planet was born at that time.

Scope and Coverage

This site includes information about a place, designed for the use of visitors or
tourists. It consists of sights, maps, articles on place, centre of attraction, travel
guide books, adventurous place etc. Information on hotels, flights, car rental
facilities, insurance on travel are also mentioned. Articles on food, festivals and
events, places to see, packing tips, photo stories etc are in the site.

Accurate, practical information: Lonely planet provides essential travel details
along with first hand tips. Authors who wrote this are experienced and travel experts.

Impartial recommendations: Lonely Planet travel guides contain no advertising.
Their recommendations are honest and objective.
Best-value tips: Lonely Planet recommends a wide range of options so that travellers
can get the most out of their time and money, whether they’re travelling on.
Health and safety advice: Lonely Planet offers accurate, practical advice for
travelling safely in all destinations provides valuable tips for staying healthy and
essential information on what to do in an emergency.
Background information: This travel guides offer information on customs,
etiquette, history, religion, art and politics.
Sturdy construction: Lonely Planet travel guides are built for the road, with
laminated covers and spine-stitched bindings that won’t fall apart with heavy use or
inclement conditions.
.

Kind of Information

Each entry covers experiences, maps, articles, interests, travel guide books,
adventures etc.
Experience: It covers most remarkable sights of the cities, countries with picture.
Hotels: Hotels are mentioned with available facilities.
Maps: Directional map of the cities are highlighted.
Articles: Recent articles related to that place are provided.
Interest: Interested areas and things which attract visitors are presented.
Books: Provide travel guides which display or guides visitors to visit that place.
Adventure: Adventurous places are described.

Special Features
 Different publications with buying facility of lonely planet are also
highlighted in this site.
 Different type of Guide books and magazines are available i.e. State guides,
thematic guides, country guides, pictorial guides, city guides, pocket guides
etc

Arrangement Pattern

Under “Destination” option mainly continents are arranged alphabetically. Under
each continent, countries are arranged alphabetically. Under each country, cities are
arranged in alphabetic order.

Remarks

Comparable Tools

Date of Access

This is a tourist guide developed by lonely planet to serve the visitors all over the
world. It provides accurate, practical information of tourist places in details with
lodging facilities, road maps, guide books and best-value tips, health and safety
advice.
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